
Quick Bulletin Board Tutorial 

 

 

Yesterday as I was tidying up moving piles of stuff around to make room for more piles of stuff in my 

craft room I realized that what I really needed was a place to put small bits and pieces and all of the 

notes and pattern bits.  I couldn’t find the photo bulletin board I had stored in a closet a few years 

before.  I didn’t want to spend money on a new one.   I gave it a little thought and decided I could make 

my own.  I have a lot of craft stuff and as it turns out I didn’t have to spend a penny.  From decision to 

finished product was probably 2 hours, but a lot of that time was spent making decisions and looking for 

stuff. 

 

Here’s what I used: 

2 pieces of batting (though one would work) 

Scrap fabric 

Pins 

Hot glue gun and glue 

Duct tape 

Foam board 

Ribbon 

Scissors 

Exacto knife 

Straight edge 

Sewing machine (optional) 

Thread (optional) 

Aligator clips (optional) 

 



Decide how big you want your finished board to be.  I used a standard sewing ruler and an exacto knife 

to cut my board.  You should cut it about a quarter inch smaller than you want your finished bulletin 

board to be.  The extra space will be up by the fabric and batting.  Any piece of fabric could work.  You 

could quilt something or just sew strips of scraps.  I happened to find two pieces of fabric that a friend 

had used as a doodle cloth.  She does awesome ribbon embroidery.  But it was just doodles, nothing 

finished and also the cloth was striped, which to me makes it distracting.   As a bulletin board it wouldn’t 

seem too busy because much of it would be covered anyway including unfinished bits like the rocks at 

the bottom that have been outlined but, were never filled in.  I found that if I folded it a bit at the top I 

could make the two pieces together.  I used alligator clips to hold my fabric in place while I positioned it.  

If you don’t need to try your fabric out then you don’t need any clips.  

 

I cut the fabric to fit the board that is so that it would be about 3” larger on all sides and then sewed the 

two pieces together. 

 

I had some left over batting from different quilting projects and I liked the puffiness of the fiberfill 

batting but, but I felt that cotton batting would be sturdier.  To keep the pieces from sliding I sewed  the 

two pieces together with a rectangle and X.  I don’t have a picture of that while I was doing it, but here is 

a picture of it after it’s attached to the board. 



 

I don’t have a lot of pictures from the gluing because I needed to work so quickly.  I glued this in two 

stages.  First I glued liberally on one side of the board and then I pressed it onto the batting, which I had 

laid out on the floor.  Then I ran a bead of glue along each side one by one pressing the batting down on 

each as I go. 

Side One 

Sides 2 and 3 

Done gluing and I’ve trimmed the excess batting. 



I didn’t want to glue the fabric on as I might want to change it at some point in the future.    I also wasn’t 

sure how smooth the final product would be if I did and was worried that it would be hard to put tacks 

in where the glue dried.  Instead I used pins.  ¾ inch pins worked really wel and are less likely to push 

through to the front or any where else.  I laid the fabric over the board with batting and smoothed it out 

then pressed the fabric onto the edge of the board and began pushing pins into the narrow edge to hold 

the fabric in place.  The picture I had of this didn’t come out well.  Once I had one side done I smoothed 

the fabric across and lifted it up to pin the other side and continued around.  Once the sides are pinned 

there is a lot of fabric left on the back.  I created fake mitred corners and pinned them. 

 

Fold the corner of the fabric in toward the center of the board. 

 

Fold the fabric along the side over including the corner fold. 

 

Pin.  Pressing the pin in a line nearly parallel to the board, rather than pressing through. 



 

 

Fold next side. 

     

And pin again.  Repeat for all 4 corners and then place pins along the sides in the back. 

 



All pinned. 

 

Now for my hanger.  I took a piece of ribbon, folded it in half and then… Duct Tape. 

 

 

All done. 


